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SUBJECT:ENGLISH 
___________________________________________________________ 

CHAPTER-1  LET’S REVISE 

 

 PUNCTUATION:-  
The marks used for dividing writing into sentences and phrases. Punctuation 

marks include full stops, commas, question marks, exclamation etc. 

 

Example:- hitesha went to Sikkim 

        Ans-   Hitesha went to Sikkim. 

 

 Punctuate the following sentences : 

 

1. where is the sun temple 

2. saina nehwal is a famous sports person 

3. we celebrate the republic day on 26th January 

4. how are you today 

5. manu is chopping vegetables 

6. i am fond of sweets 

7. where were you yesterday 

8. covid-19 is a pandemic disease 

9. what is your name 

10. please open the door 

11. a camel  has a hump on its back 

12. i read the story of  a unicorn 

13. an honest man is respected 

14. we eat food to live 

15. have you finished your homework  



CHAPTER: 02:- ALPHABETICAL ORDER 

 Alphabetical order is a system whereby character strings are placed in order 

based on the position of the characters in the conventional ordering of an 

alphabet. 

 

EXAMPLE:-    Doraemon, Ninja Hattori, Perman, Chhota Bheem, Power Rangers, 

Pokaemon, Ben10 

Ans:- Ben10, Chhota Bheem, Doraemon, Ninja Hattori, Perman, Pokaemon, 

Power Rangers 

 

 Arrange the following in alphabetical order 

 

1. March, October, April, June, December, January, July, February 

2. Thursday, Wednesday, Saturday, Monday, Friday, Sunday 

3. Zeba, Harry, Brock, Roman, John, Seth, Jack, Marrie, Albert, Avogadro 

4. bee, spider, ant, dragonfly, mosquito, butterfly, housefly,  

5. sparrow, crow, peacock, parrot, kite, ostrich, turkey, dove, duck, swan 

6. panda, lion, wolf, elephant, fox, zebra, jackal, tiger, giraffe, cheetah 

7. rose, lotus, lilly, bluebell, camellia, pansy, daisy, orchid, tulip, sunflower 

8. Mercury, Venus, Earth, Mars, Jupiter, Saturn, Uranus, Neptune 

9. Sutlej, Rabi, Narmada, Jhelum, Chenab, Indus, Ganga, Yamuna, Kaveri 

10. Goa, Gujarat, Rajasthan, Punjab, Kerala, Orissa, Bihar, Sikkim 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



CHAPTER: 03:- NOUNS: NUMBERS AND GENDER 
 

All people, birds, animals, places and things have some name. 

 A naming word is called noun. 

Example:- Sun, Rivers, table, boy, door, etc 

 

 Underline the nouns in the following sentences 

i. Jasmine is a pretty flower. 

ii. The lion is a wild animal. 

iii. This question is tough. 

iv. Parth goes to school by van. 

v. Butterflies have colourful wings. 

vi. Cows give us milk. 

vii. The chocolates are on the shelf. 

viii. Aditya lives in Bengaluru. 

 

 Name the following 

i. any two games         _______      _________ 

ii. any two cities           ________    _________ 

iii. any two flowers       ________    _________ 

iv. any two body parts  ________    __________ 

v. any two utensils       _________   __________ 

 

 Write the plural forms of following 

i. lady       _______         vii. diary    __________ 

ii. bank      ________      viii. country   _________ 

iii. goose    ________       ix. cloth      _________ 

iv. loaf        ________       x. woman   __________ 

v. dish        _________    xi. knife     __________ 

vi. potato    _________   xii. mouse   _________ 

 



CHAPER: 04:- NOUNS: COMMON, PROPER, COLLECTIVE 
 

Common Noun:-  It is a noun that refers to people or things in general.  

Example:-  boy, country, bridge, city, birth, day, happiness 

Proper Noun:- It is a noun that refers to specific or individual person, place, things. 

It always begins with a capital letter.  

Example:- John, London, France, Pluto, etc 

Collective Noun:- It is a noun that refers to a set or group of people, animals or 

things.  

Example:- team, pile, stock, flock, bunch 

 Circle the nouns and write them in proper place: 

 

 

 Fill in the blanks with suitable collective nouns 

i. The _______ of musicians performed well. (band/team) 

ii. A _______ of ships was sailing in the sea. (album/fleet) 

iii. Look at that ________ of cubs. (litter/pair) 

iv. Hurray! Our ________ won the match. (herd/team) 

v. He was setting the pictures in an ________. (album/army) 

 

NO. SENTENCES PROPER NOUN COMMON NOUN 

01. Sri Lanka is a small country. Sri Lanka Country 
02. Kaveri is a long river.   

03. Patna is the capital of Bihar.   

04. Ms.Alka is our librarian.   

05. Virat Kohli is a famous cricketer.   

06. Yagya is a small boy.   

07. Sapna wrote a poem for me.   


